From September 30 to October 3, 2018, COREM will host the 4th Symposium on Iron Ore Pelletizing. Current industry concerns and market developments will be at the heart of the scientific program.

**The symposium themes will be:**

- Feed preparation – covering grinding, flotation, and filtration
- Balling – including new binders
- Additives – covering conventional and alternative source
- Induration – including machine design and alternative energy sources
- Process control and modeling
- Quality requirement for ironmaking
- Mineralogy – covering phenomena occurring during induration, cooling and reduction
- Environment – including reduction of GHG emissions and water conservation
- Market developments
- New pellet plants and projects

The Symposium will take place at the Château Laurier Hotel located in the heart of the city, just a few steps from the main tourist attractions.

Visit our website regularly for updates.

www.corem.qc.ca